Compact automatic floor Scrubber Dryers
scrubs and dries in one single step

turbolava facile 35

turbolava facile 35
Li ion battery

turbolava 35 plus

turbolava 35 plus
Li ion battery

Compact automatic floor Scrubber Dryers
turbolava 35 plus and turbolava facile 35 : two innovative scrubber dryers designed for daily or occasional clean-ups
of all types of floors in small / medium sized areas. Easy to use, light in weight and compact: these features make turbolava
scrubber dryers the ideal solution quick and effective to clean any type of flooring.
When you need an efficient cleaning, impossible to get with traditional cleaning methods, turbolava floor
scrubber dryers are the answer: the floor is immediately clean, dry and slip-free, thanks to the exclusive 3 fans vacuum&-dry system and to a couple of counter rotating brushes at 550 rpm speed. You will get perfectly cleaned floors
while respecting the environment, with the lowest possible use of chemicals or also without detergents and with a
power consumption of only 640W.

turbolava 35 plus and turbolava facile 35 are applicable for domestic use, too. They are built to last with a

turbolava facile 35 compact, light and easy to
carry, ideal for middle to average sized rooms or
for domestic use. Easy to use, it grants the highest
cleaning power in its category and dries the floor
immediately.
With a clear 4 lt. removable water tank and easy to
empty waste water tank, that collects the dirt removed
by the circular brushes and vacuumed up from the

floor that remains perfectly clean, will make you forget
the manual cleaning with mops and bucket.
Disguised as a household appliance is a professional,
built-to-last machine, that will become the solution for
a cleaner floor for a long time.
Further, the battery-powered version can be smoothly
used: no need for cables that may hamper your
movements or extension cords.

2 models, 4 versions: cable or Li-ion battery powered
minimum maintenance. A full set of accessories and brushes are provided to clean and polish any type of flooring,
wash carpets, terraces and garages or maintain floor surfaces in restaurants, cafés, hotels, shops, grocery stores,
sport clubs, offices, schools and more.

turbolava scrubber dryers move fast even in highly cluttered areas with obstacles such as furniture and shelving.
The compact design enables cleaning into the corners and right to the skirting, as well as under furniture.
Easy to operate and light weight makes for a swift transportation thanks also to its big wheels.
Both turbolava 35 plus and turbolava facile 35 are available in two different versions: the power cord model
and the most recent lithium ion battery model, for easy and fast recharge at any time, with 1 hour working autonomy
makes cleaning easy and comfortable. The rapid recharging time allow several cleaning periods during the day.

turbolava 35 plus offers both forward and backward
drying and its unique double suction units completely
remove the dirty water on the floor also fitting under
table and desks.
Ideal for daily cleaning and maintenance of public areas
such as restaurants, cafés, canteens, kitchens and
schools. Turbolava 35 plus, in its battery operated version,
is even more manoeuvrable, with 1 hr. full autonomy and
a swift recharge, allows the user to clean and perfectly dry

floors even in areas of public use since there’s no risk of
slipping on wet floors or tripping on the cord.
The effective counter rotating brushes were studied and
designed specifically to also clean into the grout lines
between tiles thanks to inclined bristles. The 4lt. easily
removable tanks, the manoeuvrability and manufacturing
quality are all elements that make this compact scrubber
dryer a great alternative to the bigger, heavier and bulkier
machines, that are difficult to move and store.

Compact automatic floor Scrubber Dryers
Versatile, with a wide range of accessories available
Fit for all types of flooring

Technical Features
Model
Brush motor

35 plus Li-Ion

facile 35 cable driven
facile 35 Li-Ion
230V 50/60 Hz
40V
40V
640W
Yes
Yes
Yes
Triple-fan vacuum system
35 cm.
n. 2 circular counter rotating brushes Ø 165 cm
550 RPM
13
13
11
11
4
4
4
4
4
4
3,5
3,5
950 m²/hr
10
10
Li-ion 39,6V 8,6 A
Li-ion 39,6V 8,6 A
1
1
3,5
3,5
3
3
19,8
19 without battery
16
15,4 without battery
53 X 36 X 29
48 X 36 X 26

Realizzazione IND. GRAFICA F.LLI CRESPI

Drying system, double action
Drying system, single action
Vacuum system
Cleaning path width
Brushes/Driving pads
Brushes speed
Weight on brushes / kg.
Detergent tank capacity - l.
Waste water tank capacity - l.
Working capacity
Power cable length - m.
Battery
Battery working time - hr
Battery charge time - hrs
Battery weight - kg.
Net weight - kg.
Dimensions - cm.

35 plus cable driven
230V 50/60 Hz
640W
Yes
-

The batteries, assembled in Italy with top class components, exploit the Lithium-ion technology: rechargeable in about 3.5 hours, after one-hour charge they
reach 50% of their full-state
of charge; they are lightweight and easily removable, if need be.
CIMEL Srl reserve the right to modify the technical features, the colors, the shapes of their machines at any time, without prior notice.

turbolava 35 plus and turbolava facile 35, thanks
to their full set of accessories, quick and easy to install
and handle, can clean all type of surfaces. Brushes
for aggressive scrubbing on hard / industrial floors, no
slip-safety floors; soft brushes for vinyl / delicate flooring; brushes for marbles or tiled floors; microfiber or
abrasive pads to wash or polish; brushes for carpeting.

turbolava 35 plus

accessories
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